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Abstract It is known that NUT solution has many interest-
ing features and pathologies like being non-singular and hav-
ing closed timelike curves. It turns out that in higher dimen-
sions horizon topology cannot be spherical but it has instead
to be product of 2-spheres so as to retain radial symmetry of
spacetime. In this letter we wish to present a new solution of
pure Gauss–Bonnet �-vacuum equation describing a black
hole with NUT charge. It has three interesting cases: (a) black
hole with both event and cosmological horizons with singu-
larity being hidden behind the former, (b) a regular spacetime
free of both horizon and singularity, and (c) black hole with
event horizon without singularity and cosmological horizon.
Singularity here is always non-centric at r �= 0.

NUT spacetime is the most enigmatic solution of the Einstein
vacuum equation. It is the most general radially symmetric
solution when asymptotic flatness condition is lifted off. Its
physical interpretation and understanding has very rich liter-
ature, see for instance [1–8]. It is non-singular and asymp-
totically non-flat black hole solution with Kretschmann cur-
vature scalar being finite at r = 0. It, however, admits closed
timelike curves [9].

When we go to higher dimensions, a spectrum of topology
opens up for black hole horizon from spherical to product
of spheres, for instance in six dimension, it could be S(4) or
S(2)×S(2) or S(1)×S(3) [10,11]. Interestingly it turns out that
all higher dimensional NUT solutions do not have spherical
topology but instead have product of 2-spheres [12–17]. This
is because spherical topology in dimension, D − 2 > 2 is
not compatible with radial symmetry, which is a primary
property of NUT spacetime [18]. Hence in higher dimensions
NUT black hole would always have topology of product of
S(2) spheres.

When we go over from general relativity (GR) to Gauss–
Bonnet (GB) gravity in higher dimensions [19–21], there
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comes in another new feature due to occurrence of discrimi-
nant in the solution, which has to be non-negative for reality
of spacetime. Discriminant also occurs in the denominator
in curvatures indicating a non-centric singularity [22,23].
Further a positive cosmological constant is also required for
validity of solution for large r . Thus a parameter window in
terms of mass and � > 0 is defined for the solution to be
real as well as free of non-centric singularity. Note that the
occurrence of non-centric singularity is due to product topol-
ogy which is present even when absence of NUT charge [22].
The NUT charge brings in its own complexity and makes the
analysis more involved.

We have found an exact solution [18] of pure GB �-
vacuum equation describing with a NUT charge. Now the
discriminant turns much more complex due to presence of
the NUT parameter and its clubbing with mass and �. Again
its vanishing gives non-centric singularity. There is however
no central singularity due to the presence of NUT parame-
ter. In this letter we wish to present three interesting cases
of this solution, which are only physically viable. They are
as follows: (a) black hole with both event and cosmological
horizons with singularity being hidden behind the former,
(b) a regular spacetime free of both horizon and singularity,
and (c) black hole with event horizon without singularity and
cosmological horizon. We now go over to the discussion of
newly found pure GB NUT solution.

By choosing the topology of product of two spheres, S(2)×
S(2), we have obtained a new solution [18] of pure GB �-
vacuum equation for a black hole with NUT charge and it is
given by the metric,

ds2 = − �

ρ2

{
dt + P1dφ1 + P2dφ2

}2 + ρ2

�
dr2 + ρ2

3

{
dθ2

1

+ sin2 θ1dφ2
1 + dθ2

2 + sin2 θ2dφ2
2

}
, (1)

where l is the NUT parameter, ρ2 = r2 + l2, P1 =
2l cos θ1/3, P2 = 2l cos θ2/3 and � = ρ2 (1 − f (r)). The
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function f (r) reads as

f (r) = 1

l2 − r2

[
2l2 −

{
h(r)

}1/2]
, (2)

where

h(r) =
[ �

60
r8 + �

15
l2r6 + 1

6
(λ − 12) r4 + Mr3

− l2r2

3
(λ − 24) − Ml2r + l4

12
(λ − 24)

]
. (3)

We have defined the dimensionless parameter λ = �l4.
Clearly the discriminant h(r) has to be non-negative for real-
ity of the metric function f (r). Further it turns out that the
curvature scalar diverges at h(r) = 0 as it occurs in the
denominator and it represents a non-centric singularity at
r �= 0.

On the other hand horizon is given by positive roots of
h(r) − (r2 + l2)2 = 0 which factors as (r2 − l2)X (r) = 0.
Note that when l2 = r2 both numerator and denominator
vanish and the limit turns out to be finite non-zero. Hence
r2 �= l2 and horizon would then be given by X (r) = 0
which reads as

X (r) = r6� + 5�l2r4 + 15r2(λ − 12) + 60Mr

−5l2(λ − 36) = 0. (4)

We have therefore to find parameter windows for which either
h(r) > 0 or h(r) = 0 occurs inside the event horizon so that
singularity is not naked. It turns out that there exist three
distinct such parameter windows which we now take up.

In view of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) there arise only three viable
cases depending on values of the parameter λ = �l4 and
they are: (a) λ < 12, there occur both event and cosmologi-
cal horizons and a non-naked singularity hidden behind the
former. (b) 24 < λ < 36, there are neither horizons nor sin-
gularity, a regular spacetime without black hole. (c) λ > 36,
there occurs only event horizon without singularity and cos-
mological horizon. These three cases we discuss are all viable
as we demonstrate by non-existence of a naked singularity. A
spacetime with naked singularity is only non-viable, else all
are viable, however, they may or may not be BHs. Here we
have excluded the range 12 ≤ λ ≤ 24 because for this singu-
larity always occurs and it remains naked as there is no hori-
zon to cover it. Hence this parameter window is prohibited.
Of course, we would like to seek the cases that have either no
singularity, or if it occurs, it is hidden behind event horizon.
The positive roots of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) represent singular-
ity and horizon respectively. What is therefore desired is that
the former should have no or at best one positive root which
could be covered by event horizon while the latter could have
one or two or none positive roots respectively representing
event, event and cosmological and no horizon. When there
occurs no horizon, there must not occur singularity either
else it would be naked.

Fig. 1 In this case, the singularity is hidden behind the event horizon
and there also occurs cosmological horizon

Fig. 2 There occurs neither singularity nor horizon

We now exhibit these three case with specific examples.
In all Figs below, black and red curve respectively refer to
h(r) and X (r). Besides, these expressions are scaled by r4

for better representation of our results.
(a) λ < 12: In this case, Eq. (3) will always have at least

one positive root while Eq. (4) can have utmost two. There-
fore one singularity is unavoidable and needs to be covered
by event horizon. There could however occur two horizons,
event and cosmological. So we have the case of singularity
being hidden behind the event horizon and there also occurs
cosmological horizon as illustrated in Fig. 1 for �M4 = 0.05
and l = 1.805M . Given that we have to select a parameter
space where both singularity and horizons exist, the limit on
l is given for �M4 = 0.05 as:

0 < 1.79M < l < 1.82M < {12/�}1/4 � 3.94M. (5)

Clearly the NUT parameter l has a fairly narrow window.
(b) 24 < λ < 36: Note that for the range 12 ≤ λ ≤

36, Eq. (4) has no positive root indicating there exists no
horizon. In the range 24 < λ < 36, Eq. (3) can have
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Fig. 3 A black hole with only event horizon and free of cosmological
horizon as well as singularity

zero or two positive roots indicating possibility of singu-
larity free spacetime. In Fig. 2, we provide an example of a
NUT compact object having neither horizon nor singularity
for �M4 = 0.05 and l = 4.8M .

Moreover, as Eq. (3) can also have two positive roots and to
avoid them may further restrict range for the NUT parameter
l. In particular with �M4 = 0.05, the bounds on l can be
expressed as

(
24

�

)1/4
� 4.68M < 4.72M < l <

(
36

�

)1/4
� 5.18M, (6)

which is severely constrained.
(c) λ > 36: In this case Eq. (3) can have zero or two

positive roots while Eq. (4) will always have one positive root.
This means horizon (event) always occurs while singularity
may or may not. In Fig. 3 we have taken �M4 = 0.05, and
l = 5.2M such that �l4 > 36. This presents a case of black
hole having event horizon but no cosmological horizon.

Also note that for λ > 36, h(r) = 0 can also have two
positive roots. To avoid them, NUT charge gets further con-
strained, and for �M4 = 0.05, it becomes

(36/�)1/4 � 5.18M < l < 5.41M (7)

which further squeezes the window for l.
We have obtained an exact solution of pure GB �-vacuum

solution with a NUT parameter. The physical viability of
spacetime does seem to severely restrict window for the NUT
parameter. It should however be remembered that NUT is a
gravomagnetic charge [4–6] for which we have no idea of its
physically viable value.

The characteristic feature of pure GB solutions [22,23]
with product topology is the occurrence of discriminant, h(r)
in the solution and it has to be non-negative, and further its
vanishing represents a non-central curvature singularity at
finite r �= 0. To avoid singularity it is required that h(r) > 0.
Even if it occurs it should not be naked and hence should be

hidden behind an event horizon. First and foremost it requires
presence of positive � else spacetime has no large r viability.
That is, occurrence of non-central singularity and mandatory
presence of � > 0 are purely pure GB properties [22,23]
even in absence of NUT charge. In the present case NUT
parameter brings in its own further complexity and subtlety.
Note that NUT spacetime can have only non-central singu-
larity, which is solely inflected by GB, as it is always free of
central singularity at r = 0.

The above discussed cases seem to be the only three viable
cases of the pure-GB vacuum solution. They describe the
following three situations: (a) For λ < 12, it is a black
hole spacetime with singularity being covered by event hori-
zon and there also exists a cosmological horizon. This is a
usual black hole spacetime with both event and cosmological
horizons and singularity hidden behind the former. (b) For
24 < λ < 36, it is a spacetime which is without any horizon
and singularity. It is regular everywhere and yet describes a
compact object with NUT charge. It is interesting to note that
the parameter window 12 ≤ λ ≤ 24 is completely forbid-
den because in this case a naked singularity is unavoidable.
(c) For λ > 36, there occurs only the event horizon without
singularity and cosmological horizon.

One may however ask a question, how is it that � is present
yet there is no cosmological horizon. For that we expand the
horizon equation, f (r) = 1 for large r and find that it goes
as follows:

r6� + 5�l2r4 + 15r2(λ − 12) = 0. (8)

Clearly it has no positive root for λ > 12 and hence indicating
absence of cosmological horizon whenever λ > 12.

On the other hand we also have the case (b) for which even
event horizon doesn’t exist. To understand that we take the
other end limit for small r , which goes as

15r2(λ − 12) + 60Mr − 5l2(λ − 36) = 0. (9)

It would always have a positive root indicating event horizon
for λ > 36 while no positive roots for 12 < λ < 36. That is
why spacetime is free of horizons in the latter window.

The picture that emerges is as follow: For λ < 12, we have
the expected situation of a NUT black hole with both event
and cosmological horizons and singularity being covered by
the former. This is the most viable and acceptable case (a).
As λ increases horizons disappear until λ > 36. The interme-
diate range, 12 ≤ λ ≤ 24 is completely prohibited because
naked singularity is inescapable while for 24 < λ < 36
presents an interesting possibility of spacetime which has
neither singularity nor horizons, case (b). It is very remark-
able that it is a spacetime which is regular everywhere and
yet it is a vacuum solution without horizon with positive cos-
mological constant. Its physical character needs to be further
probed and understood. For λ > 36, event, but not cosmo-
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logical, horizon reappears and singularity could as well be
avoided.

Physically, we do not quite understand how and why the
above picture happens. This is the question for further study
and engagement. The critical parameter that determines hori-
zon and singularity structure of this spacetime is the dimen-
sionless parameter λ = �l4 which represents clubbing of the
two parameters having opposite effects. The NUT parameter
l contributes to gravitational attraction in consonance with
mass, while � > 0 has repulsive contribution.
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